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ABSTRACT
This project was completed to apply the skills learned

in the MBA program to help develop a solution to a problem
that costs billions of dollars every year in fraudulent

related losses arising from the use of payment cards such

as debit cards, credit cards, charge cards or prepaid
cards. This project analyzes the industry of payment cards,
the emergence of the problem, and builds a prototype system

that addresses that problem. Payment card fraud manifests
itself in many ways. QueuePay.com is designed to provide

services to its cardholders that will significantly reduce
the risk of fraud. The main feature that allows such

protection comes in the form of systematic queues.

A cardholder will be able to place payment card
transactions on a queue as a method of preauthorization
before initiating a transaction with a merchant. The queue
will act as a new variable to complete an authorized

transaction.

Adding the queue to the processes currently

being used by banks to authorize payment card transactions

will significantly minimize the growing fraud trend in the
industry. Strategic planning for the implementation of this

solution is presented using different angles and
approaches. Strategies for planning: the information
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technology infrastructure; legal environment compliance;

business model; and industry competition are necessary for

QueuePay’s success and therefore analyzed to better
implement the solution to payment card fraud. In

conclusion, the QueuePay system is a viable method to
prevent fraud and its business model allows the company to

strategically compete in the payment card industry.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Payment cards allow consumers to conveniently purchase

goods from physical brick and mortar or online retailers.
Rather than carrying large amounts of cash, consumers have

immediate access to their bank account funds or credit
lines through the use of their cards. The global volume of

non-cash payments transaction (using direct debits, credit
transfers, cards and checks) has been steadily growing

worldwide (See Table 1).

Table 1.

Non-cash Transactions Worldwide

Year -

2001
2001
2007
2008
2009
.2010.

Growth Rate
(Base)
- 2007
- 2008
- 2009
- 2010
- 2011

Number of Billion
. Transactions
-1'53
i 233
248
260
283
306

7.2 6%
6.4%
4.8%
8.8%
8.2%

In 2010 more than one in three non-cash payments
globally was made using a debit card, up 15.2% while check
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usage continued to decline worldwide (Alidina, Austin, &
Barber, 2009-2012).

Aside from not having to carry large amounts of cash

in your pocket, using payment cards as a method of payment
also allows cardholders to leave a record of transactions.

These transactions are available through a monthly bank

account or credit card statement. This allows people to
review their transactions in paper every month or by
logging into their bank's website periodically or even on a

daily basis.
If you've ever logged into your bank account and said

to yourself:
•

Geez! I forgot that recurring charge was coming out
today!

•

What? Magazines subscriptions, credit monitoring... I
don't remember enrolling for any of these!

•

Holy Moly! Why is this auto debit so high this month?
The plain truth is, we don't always have total control

of what comes out of our accounts. There are occasions
where people set up recurring charges or auto debits one

month and forget about them the next month. Moreover,
people can sometimes encounter a financial setback and they
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need to temporarily stop the auto debits from their bank

accounts. Some companies require many days of advance

notice to cancel an auto debit for a given month. If it's
too late for a company to stop an auto debit at the time

requested by a cardholder; one solution can be withdrawing
all of the money out of the account where the auto debit is

enrolled. However, this action will most likely result in

Non-Sufficient Funds (NSF) charges when the auto debit is
presented for payment. The other solution can be

withdrawing all the funds from the bank account and
immediately closing the account to avoid NSF charges.
Although auto debits and recurring charges are a good

convenience, it is not as convenient when a cardholder
needs to stop such debits for any reason.
The proposed solution QueuePay offers eliminates the
need to withdraw funds from your account or even close an

account to stop auto debits. QueuePay will also prevent

auto debits to be taken out of your account in amounts that
exceed the expected monthly charge. With the ubiquity of

payment card use, QueuePay is a company that will set the

benchmark in a new era of payment cards processing.
What about fraud affecting cardholders? In 2010, there
was $7.6 billion dollars in payment card fraud worldwide.
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47% of that was in the U.S. alone (Robertson, 2011). Think

about all of the possible fraud situations:

•

Lost or stolen credit cards

•

Fictitious websites

•

Payment card number generators

•

Compromised card number information

•

Fictitious ATM's
Customers are trying to find methods to reduce the

likelihood of being victims of fraud. In many cases,

cardholders don’t mind taking extra steps to complete a
transaction if it means that they will be less prone to

fraud. Consumers familiar with PayPal know that an extra

step is required to complete an online transaction. The
extra step requires the consumer to log in to their PayPal

account using their email address as verification that the
legitimate consumer is authorizing a payment. This step has

proven very successful. However, there are a couple of
major setbacks with the current PayPal's business model:

•

PayPal's main source of .business comes from eBay
users.

•

Even though thousands of other merchants now accept
PayPal as a payment method, many consumers still find
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themselves having to provide their payment card
information to the other millions of merchants who
don't accept PayPal.

Queuepay's business model provides a higher level of
security without the major setbacks observed with PayPal's

model. QueuePay will issue actual payment card numbers to
its members to eliminate merchant participation

limitations. As an issuer, QueuePay will become a member of
the Visa card association and issue payment cards with the
Visa logo. In other words, any merchant that accepts a Visa
card will indirectly be accepting QueuePay as a mode of

payment. Note that only thousands of merchants accept
PayPal but there are millions of merchants worldwide who
accept Visa but don’t accept PayPal.

Section 2.4:

Environment and Process for Payment Card Transactions, ■

describes what an issuer is and how it fits in the whole
payment card authorization process. Section 2.6: Revenue

Models, outlines the revenue models for issuers.

Here's a brief example of how QueuePay works:
•

You want to buy something...

•

Typically when buying online you arrive to a checkout

screen with a total amount due.
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•

At this point, you would open a new window in your
browser, or use your QueuePay app on your smart phone,
to access your QueuePay account.

•

Then, you (or I, in first person) queue (IQ) the
specific amount of your pending checkout purchase.

•

Once the transaction in queued, then a subsequent
transaction can now be authorized.
You can even set spending limits for each cardholder.

Moreover, you can place queues using a "less than" option

to preauthorize estimated transactions that will not be

over the "less than" queue (see figure 1). With more
control, cardholders have a smarter way to protect their

fund while using their card. This is why QueuePay's

tentative motto will be; "QueuePay... IQ for Payment Card
Processing".

The core concept of QueuePay's business model is that
customers would be able to place transactions on queue

before funds are withdrawn from their account. For example,
if a customer is interested on an online product and is

ready to complete the transaction, right before completing
the transaction, the customer will have a total amount due

generated by the merchant's checkout system, i.e. $57.35.
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At this point, before finalizing the transaction at the

merchant's website, the customer will place transactions on
queue by logging into QueuePay.com. Once the transaction
amount is queued through QueuePay's website, the customer

will go back to the merchant's website and finalize the
transaction. In other words, during the checkout process,

once the customer knows the amount they need to pay, they
can place that amount on queue on their QueuePay account

and then go back and complete the payment.

As mentioned before, PayPal customers are accustomed
to take the extra step of logging in to their PayPal

account to carry out a safer, but merchant-limited method

of payment. The extra step presents an inconvenience for
users who want to protect their funds. QueuePay also
requires a similar extra step to ensure a safe method of

payment. Nevertheless, the simple step of queuing a
transaction to confirm authorization before funds are taken

from a customer's account provides the total benefit of

funds protection against fraud and unsuspecting charges.
Figure 1: Illustration of the Transaction Queue, shows

what the cardholder will see when they log into the
QueuePay's website when they are reviewing his/her recent
transactions.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the Transaction in Queue

The figure shows five transactions.

•

The first transaction represents a deposit of $500.
There are two columns in the far right that show the

account's virtual and actual balances.
o The actual balance represents (just like the word

implies) the account's actual balance reflecting

all deposits and withdrawals that have been
)
authorized and processed.
o

Deposits always update the virtual and actual

balance in the same amount. No queues are
necessary for deposits.
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•

The second transaction of $102.61 represents a
transaction that was originally queued and has already

been collected by the merchant.
o Virtual and actual balance was reduced by
$102.61.

o A memo column gives the user the option to track
what was purchased. This field may be left blank

or hidden depending on the customer's preference.

•

The third transaction of $35.63 represents an amount
that has been placed on queue but not yet collected by

the merchant. An example of how this occurs starts

with:
o A customer visiting Walmart.com to purchase ink

o

The customer finds the ink they need and place
the item in their online cart.

o

The customer is ready to check out and proceeds

to the checkout screen.
o

The customer opens a new tab in their browser,

logs in to QueuePay and places a $35.63

transaction on queue.
o The virtual balance is updated but the actual
balance is not.
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o The actual balance will be updated once the
transaction is actually processed (just like
previous transaction).

o The description field is also optional; however,
if the description is left blank the field will
be updated with the merchant's information once

the transaction is processed.
•

The fourth transaction represents a "less than" queue.

An example of this would be a customer that knows they
will spend less than $20 at a convenience store.
o The customer places a queue that will allow

him/her to charge any amount from $0.01 to
$20.00.
o

The virtual balance is reduced by $20.00. Actual
balance stays the same

o

Once the transaction is authorized, the actual

amount will appear in the "amount" column. At

this point the actual balance will also be
updated.
•

The final transaction represents the scenario where a
"less than" transaction was queued and has already

been authorized. An example of this would be a
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customer who arrived at the gas station and knew that

he can fit about $50 worth of gas into his car.
o

The customer placed a "less than" $50 queue.

o

The gas tank actually filled up at $45.

o

The1transaction is authorized because the amount
is less than $50.

The virtual and actual balance reflects a transaction

amount of $45. Placing transactions on queue as a

prerequisite for funds to be. removed from a cardholder's

account significantly reduces the likelihood that
unauthorized charges will go through. In theory, the only
way an unauthorized transaction will be processed is if the

user shares their log in information with someone else. For

added security, QueuePay will be using the https://
protocols. This will provide encryption for communication
between QueuePay's servers and the associated web servers

communicating with it.

Giving cardholders the power to control how and when

their funds are released to merchants saves them many
hassles. For example, many services that require recurring
monthly fees such as gym fees, credit monitoring fees,

magazine fees or any other monthly fees may create a hassle

to the customer since the customer is required to initiate
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the cancelation process to avoid a recurring charge or auto
renewal. This may involve long calls and delays to be

transferred to the cancelation department or jumping

through other hoops to finally cancel the service. There

are many free trial periods of a service that require a

customer to issue a payment card number. Many decide they
don't like the service but forget to call and cancel and

consequently get dinged with a charge. There are times that
you may need to listen to many prerecorded marketing

messages offering additional products or complete a survey

before you may cancel.
With QueuePay all a customer needs to do is not place
the recurring charge in their queue and the service will be

cancelled automatically due to nonpayment. QueuePay will
offer a feature that will help customers manage their auto

debits and recurring charges much easier. The figure below

shows the information that a cardholder will be able to see
when logging into their QueuePay account under "Recurring
Charge and Auto Debit Management" (see Figure
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2).

Recurring Charge and Auto Debit Management

Monthly

Gas Company

Not to exceed

$85 10th - 15th

Every two Months

Trash Company.

Not to exceed

$80 1st-5th

Every year

__ Costco Dues

_____ Exact Match

$H5_N/A_____

Figure 2. Recurring Charge Management

The process to begin using QueuePay requires a

customer to set up an account online at QueuePay.com. The
customer would then be instructed to link their bank
account to their QueuePay account. Once funds have been
added to the customer's QueuePay account using methods such

as ACH or wire transfers, the customer will receive a

payment card number via a secure communication as well as
an actual card in the mail. Other methods will be available

to fund a customer's QueuePay account if the customer does
not have a bank account. Such methods may include but are
not limited to purchasing prepaid QueuePay debit cards at
convenience stores, recharging their cards where QueuePay

cards are sold, or enrolling their payroll in direct

deposit with a QueuePay issued routing and account number.
The concept is simple: A customer places a transaction
on queue before the transaction is presented for
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authorization. If the transaction matches the queue, the

transaction will be authorized.
The notification system QueuePay will offer will

enable its users to know in real-time their available

balance. If they are using their cell phone to queue a
transaction amount through text messaging, they will

receive a confirmation letting them know if the queue was
successfully placed; their available virtual balance, as
well as their actual balance (see Figure 1: Illustration of

the Transaction in Queue). On the other hand, smart phone

apps and web browsers will provide this information once
they log into their accounts. Additional notifications will

be sent (through user defined preferences) by text or email

if an unauthorized transaction is attempted.

Let's say a cardholder's card information is

compromised or their card was lost or stolen without the
cardholder knowing. If someone tries to use this card, the

legitimate cardholder will receive a notification of any
failed attempts to charge transactions on that card. Once
the QueuePay customer is notified of such attempts, the

customer can request for a new card to be mailed to them.
It is important to note that no unauthorized charges will
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be placed on a customer's account without a preexisting

queue authorizing the charges.

Purpose
The purpose of this project is to combine all the

skills acquired through the MBA program with faculty
resources to assist on creating the foundation of a new era

of payment card transaction control and a solution for a
worldwide payment card fraud problem. Through extensive
research and collaboration with faculty, this project is

intended to bring minds together to initiate what will
hopefully become an innovative way of providing cardholders

with more control over their cash balances and at the same

time protecting them from payment card fraud. This project

is the first step to a greater goal that will continue on
as QueuePay.com.

Scope
The scope of this project is to gain an in-depth

understanding of relevant literature to the payment card

industry. This includes:
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•

assessing the $7.6 billion in payment card fraud and
the impact of the suggested solution

•

analyzing the current measures used by payment card

issuers to minimize fraud
•

exploring the environment and process for payment card
transactions

•

analyzing the legal environment in the payment card
industry

•

understanding different revenue models used by the

industry
•

defining and developing a solution to payment card
fraud

•

analyzing the business model for QueuePay
The project presents the development of the suggested

solution and references specific problems found in the
reviewed literature. The solution to the problem will be
assessed using known strategic frameworks to determine the
most relevant strategic approach for an effective market

placement of QueuePay.com. The implementation of the

problem and a demonstration of the concept will be
illustrated using information technology (IT) as the main

focus.
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Significance

Giving cardholders total payment card transaction
control by limiting third party access to their funds held

at financial institutions will be the beginning of a new

payment card processing era. On the other hand, the need
for cardholders to conduct business using their payment

cards without the increasing risk of fraud is appealing not
only to the cardholder but to the issuer. Billions of

dollars are lost every year due to payment card fraud. As a
result of such high levels of fraud, the network of issuers

is continuingly developing methods to prevent fraud.
However, such methods are not providing the level of

security that the industry could enjoy once QueuePay's
model is in place.
There is significant value in creating a solution to

prevent fraud that will benefit the industry as a whole. As
the fear of fraud diminishes once the solution is placed in

motion, new merchants will have a better opportunity on
building relationships with new customers.

At the same

time, the QueuePay revenue model is promising with high
profit potential.
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Limitations

As with any startup company, there are monetary
limitations for real-time analysis of user activity. There

will be significant effort placed on obtaining relevant
information and insights through literature review, concept

analysis, revenue models, and infrastructure planning that

will serve as the basis for the actual real-time
implementation. The scale of the implementation

demonstration will be limited as monetary resources are not
at optimal levels.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

To obtain an in-depth understanding of the emergence
of the payment card fraud problem in the industry, a review
of related literature serves as a reference to provide a

better solution to specific areas. However, an analysis of
the evolution of credit cards is required to connect the

next phase of evolution in the industry that is presented
as the solution to credit card fraud.
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Payment Card History

The evolution of payment cards is important to

understand the. emergence of fraud in this industry. What
appeared to be a revolutionary way of conducting business
has proven to have its flaws and increasing costs and

inconveniences to the consumers. The following timeline

offers a good overview of important events regarding the

evolution of payment cards (see Table 2).

Table 2.

History of Payment Cards, 1946-76

"1946 '

Charger-It was the .first..bank payment card, between bank
■
customers^and merchants; invented by^Jpn Biggins, of’ Flatbush ‘
National bank-of"-Brooklyn'.: - 1 .%i
'
f‘
1950'
The Diner's Club Charge card was founded by Frank McNamara.
.ThiS'wa'S' the' first;widely-used-payment card., The founder
•
targeted both 'subscribers- and' restaurants, -with this hew
"
service. The.cost for the Cardholders was a $3 annual fee,
and for the companies who .accepted the card/was 7% per..
transaction. -This concept took off and soon became:widely
■used,.
19.58
American Express offered; a charge card for leisure■expenses. '
Revolving- credit .was now allowed, .
.......
1966
BankAmericard was launched by Bank of America. This was the first general purpose card.. It operated across state lines..
. 19,66 : ■' MasterCard was foundedlp by the. InterBank Card Ass.'ociattbn. it x.-'
This was -a result. of- credit-issuing Banks ‘joining, together in ;a< highly . competitive^ market. .
1970 j. •Sixteen'.percent of all households used-a bank-typ.es >card.; " -• 5.
According to the Federal Reserve, thirty-seven percent of
’
those 'households carried an average balance of $839.
' 1976
Originally Bank of , America "s BankAmericard,.-as a ^separate v’
entity;it 'became i’he Visa network.
’ /ft
L" ' "
• ’5 ;

(Hardekopf, 2010)
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Figure 3 shows information obtained from the Federal

Reserve's Surveys of Consumer Finances. This figure shows
how the use of credit cards increased significantly from

1970 to 1998. Also, according to the World Payments Report

of 2011, the global use of it can be concluded from this
data that the use of bank-type cards has significantly

increased.

b

Item'

,

1970 ' '

, 1983

1977

4989

1995

1998

•
J

. Haw a cad .
'Anyrafd'...............................
■Retail store card.......-I,.-.............
| Bank'tvpecard .... ................. .

”

■

-V I

:
.....................

51
45
16

*3
54
38

•

65
58
43

70
61
.56

74
58
.66

’ 73
50
. 68

Figure 3. U.S. Payment Cards (in percentages), 1970-98

The use of non cash payments (direct debits, credit

transfers, cards and checks) post 1998 has been increasing

worldwide. For instance, the global use of such instruments
has expanded at a sustained annual rate of 6.8% from 2001

to 2009 (Alidina, Austin, & Barber, 2009-2012). As

previously shown in table 1, in 2009 there were about 260
billion non cash transactions worldwide. Forty percent of
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that number (about 104.4 billion transactions) represents
the US alone where 58% of this number was made using a

payment card. This amounts to about 200 payment card
transactions per U.S. inhabitant.
Table 3 summarizes data obtained from the World

Payments Report reflecting payment cards usage and growth
for Brazil, Russia, India and China (BRIC) for 2009.

Table 3.

Brazil, Russia, India and China Card Usage Trends

Brazil • .J. Largest and' most mature of the BRIC payments markets.. Up
.9.3% a year■ in, 2001/-2009. Brazil^s’payment 'market ' is 1 as
:big as the largest.‘markets in Europe, with comparable
usage-per-inhabitantaverages.
Russia
Card usage.has increased to 24% of all transactions in
2009. Up from 3% in 2001. Still „the growth, potential,
remains high for. payment cards.-^
‘ /":/ ■ ,
/■ .
India • / ■Is' ranked ■fhe 11th' largest .non-cash payments market1 (Russia
is 10th, USA is 1st) . The1 payment ca’rd usage has increased
-from 6% to 19% from 2001 to 2009.
-China
Of all China's non-cash payments, 65% were from payment- , .^cards'-(upL.from 12%-in 2001). . /
'■ ' :'f

(Alidina, Austin, & Barber, 2009-2012)

Major payment card companies offer information on the
number of users they have. To obtain an idea of total users

in the U.S., user data was obtained from each of the major

payment card organizations.
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Total cards in circulation in U.S.

•

American Express credit: 50.6 million — up from 48.9
million at yearend 2010 (Source: ZXmericanExpress.com)

•

MasterCard credit: 176 million — up from 143 million

at yearend 2010 (Source: MasterCard)

•

MasterCard debit: 129 million — up from 119 million

at yearend 2010 (Source: MasterCard)
•

Visa credit: 261 million as of Sept. 30, 2011 — down
from 269 million, as of Sept. 30, 2010 (Source: Visa)

•

Visa debit: 392 million as of Sept. 30, 2011 — down
from 399 million, as of Sept. 30, 2010 (Source: Visa)
These are major players in this industry. In the U.S.

alone there are over a billion payment cards in
circulation. This is a very large pool of users that are
exposed to payment card fraud.

Fraud

With the popularity of payment cards, along came a

rise in fraud. Criminals are always looking for new ways to
gain from the loss of others. The easier it is for

criminals, the more fraud that will occur.
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There are two main types of payment card frauds. One

involves counterfeiting payment card information, which is

usually carried out by organized criminal groups. This type

of fraud has a huge effect and it usually affects tens and
even hundreds of customers of a bank at a time. The second

type of fraud occurs when a payment card is lost or stolen.
This type of fraud only affects one or a few cards at a

time (Ekrem & Ozcelik, 2011).
Payment Card Fraud

Global payment card losses in 2010 totaled $7.6

billion. This represents an increase from 2009 of 10.2
percent. About forty-seven percent ($3.56 billion) of this
figure comes from the U.S.

(Robertson, 2011). Organized

crime committing payment card fraud is a worldwide

phenomenon. One well known case is the TJX heist. TJX
operates, among others, hundreds of T.J. Maxx and Marshalls

stores (Privacy Commissioner, 2007).
In this case, hackers accessed the merchant's database
and stole about 45 million card numbers. As an off-price

retailer, TJX was the largest for apparel and home fashions

in the United States. The information flowing through its
network included customers' sensitive information that
needed to be safeguarded from intruders.
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The technology used by TJX included vendor

relationship management software to maintain proper

inventory levels and customer relationship management
software to identify customers who bring in the most

revenue as part of a larger enterprise resource planning
software. An ERP software of such a large scale for a

company with annual sales of $17.4 billion requires a
network that integrates many applications, equipment and

levels of users.

There were intrusions from July 2005 through mid
January 2007 into TJX information system. Three major

issues pertaining to the intrusions were:

(1) files were

deleted through TJX normal course of business after the

first intrusion and prior to discovering such intrusions

(the intrusion was discovered in 2006)- the records

pertained to files going back as far as 2002,

(2) the

technology used by the intruder made it impossible to

determine the contents of most of the files stolen in 2006,
(3) TJX believed that some data was stolen during the

payment card approval process. Thus, it was not able to
precisely identify the nature of all of the data that was

vulnerable to theft.
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TJX had encryption procedures to store data. However,
despite the encryption practices, the technology utilized

by the intruders could have enabled the intruder to steal

payment card data from TJX during the payment card issuer's
approval process, in which data is transmitted to payment

card issuers without encryption. Additionally, it was also
possible that the intruders had access to the decryption
tool for the encryption software utilized by TJX.
One of the ways the intrusion could have initiated was

through wireless attacks. The intruders used a laptop from
the parking lot with powerful antennas to decode data

streaming through the air between hand-held price-checking
devices, cash registers and store computers. Once in, they

eavesdropped on employees logging into TJX's central
database and stole one or more user names and passwords.

Additional intrusions were possible through USB drives at
in-store Kiosks. USB ports used for mice or printers were

used to load programs that would allow intruders to use TJX

own terminal as remote desktops. This allowed a bypass of
TJX firewall (Privacy Commissioner, 2007).

To summarize, the TJX case is a perfect example of how

leaked payment card information from one source can result
in millions of dollars worth of fraud. Due to the modern
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fraud techniques used, payment card fraud occurs in higher
scales than traditional techniques. Table 4 shows how

global card fraud continues to grow where the increase of
global card fraud is in billions of dollars compared to the

increase of global card transaction values which is in

trillions of dollars.

Table 4.
Global Card
Transaction
Values (in
trillionsDollars)
Global Card
Fraud >( in Gl,Dollars)
Year

Growth of Global Card Fraud
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(Alidina, Austin, & Barber, 2009-2012)

The rapid growth in payment card fraud is due to the

fact that criminals have found more ways to steal
cardholders' card information. There are many different

schemes criminal use to commit payment card fraud. Below
are a few examples of the many techniques out there.
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Traditional techniques fetch far less fraud when compared

to modern techniques.
However, for illustration purposes some of the

traditional and modern fraud techniques are shown next. The

following are traditional fraud techniques:
•

Application Fraud: is where an individual will falsify
an application to acquire a credit card. Application
fraud can be split into:

o Assumed identity: is where an individual pretends

to be someone else.

o

Financial fraud: is where an individual gives
false information about his or her financial
status to acquire credit.

•

Intercept Fraud: is where a card is applied for

legitimately, but is stolen from the post service
before it reaches its final destination.

•

Lost and Stolen Cards: illegal use of lost or stolen
cards.

The following are modern fraud techniques:

•

Skimming: where the information held on either the

magnetic strip on the back of the credit card or the
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data stored on the smart chip is copied from one card
to another.
•

Site Cloning: where a legitimate site is cloned but
runs at a different IP address. Sometimes victims

receive phishing emails from what appears to be

legitimate banks with links redirecting them to the

cloned sites asking them to reenter their credit card
information. These sites will look very similar to the

original site but are actually clone sites.

•

False Merchant Sites: such sites are designed to get
people to hand over their credit card details without

realizing they have been scammed.
•

Credit Card Generators: computer emulation software

that creates valid credit card numbers and expiration
dates. These generators are highly reliable at

creating valid credit card details and are available
for free download off the internet (Sylvester, 2012).
The growth of payment card fraud is due to the use of
modern techniques. Fraudsters attack merchants' databases
and processor data centers to gain access to an abundance

of accounts. This results into far more stolen card

information than through traditional means such as stealing
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physical cards from wallets or mailboxes (Alidina, Austin,

& Barber, 2009-2012) .
Current Fraud Prevention Techniques Used
by Payment Card Issuers, Acquirers and Merchants

Payment card issuers do their best to keep up with the
criminals. They understand most of the techniques used by
criminals and have developed tools that detect some of the

attributes related to these techniques. For example, a
criminal using an assumed identity technique may gather

documents and information about a victim in order to call
their credit card company requesting a change of address
(one controlled by the criminal). Following the address

change, the criminal proceeds to impersonate the victim by

submitting "proof" of identity to the credit card company
and requesting that a replacement card be sent to the new

address. Techniques that a fraud detection tool may use

would be to look at the address change request and compare
it to the person's credit report file. For additional
confirmation, a text message and/or automated phone call

advising changes on the account should be made to all pre
existing phone numbers on file before the change.
Additionally, a letter can be sent to pre-existing

addresses too. This will ensure that if a customer's
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identity is impersonated, they can be notified right away.

There is a whole range of existing tools that help prevent
and detect credit card fraud.

Statistical techniques involve data preprocessing
techniques for detection, validation, error correction, and

filling up of missing or incorrect data. It also involves
calculation of various statistical parameters such as
averages, performance metrics, probability distributions,
and others. Additionally, matching algorithms are also used

to detect anomalies in the behavior of transactions or
users as compared to previously known models and profiles.

On the other hand, techniques are also needed to eliminate

false alarms, estimate risks, and predict future of current
transactions or users.

Artificial intelligence is comprised by the
collaborative use of many detection tools that enable

unsupervised decisions by the system. For example,
sometimes a customer may receive an automated call from

their bank after making a large purchase. The automated

call would then request verification that this transaction
was authorized by the cardholder.
One of the detection techniques used in artificial

intelligence may involve data mining to classify, cluster,
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and segment the data and automatically find associations
and rules in the data that may signify interesting

patterns, including those related to fraud. Another set of
detection tools used in artificial intelligence are expert

systems which are used to encode expertise for detecting
fraud in the form of rules. Another technique is pattern

recognition which is used to detect approximate classes,
clusters, or patterns of suspicious behavior either

automatically (unsupervised) or to match given inputs.
Moreover, machine learning techniques are also used to

automatically identify characteristics of fraud. Finally,

neural networks that can learn suspicious patterns from
samples and used later to detect them are widely used as
artificial intelligence tools to detect fraud. The

algorithms and specific formulas are beyond the scope of

this project's research. The focus of this project's
research is the theory behind these tools and the benefits

they bring (Sachdeva, 2011).
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Table 5 shows examples of techniques used by issuers
to help detect fraud.

Table 5.

Detection Techniques Concept Examples

Simple^ Rule < ■'■::/• .Th is ysy st em-/i s /id St he. form- .of ’using, ? d’lf ? ahd; .” Then" ■
.statementsit :,For. ■instance/Ja7-rule* could look like/
- If ^transaction .-amount; is <>,’. $50'00. ankl/ca'rd'f'< ^„'-7;££
■ a'qSeRtance^lqca ’fidii «!-*§asino >an’d.« Country =
high/^g

^egatdve^/an3.k<.lj> ..A -negative.'ylist^Ld^used.fib;, avd-id'.7fuf.thjer fraud ,5'frpm>.Positive' Lis is; .< r epea t/ofienddr s>\. This First - candle ^b'ufflt5 using ’/< g-yj
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(Bhatia, Prabhu, & Dua, 2003)

There are companies that offer tools that integrate

many of the techniques discussed in the preceding section.
One of the companies contemplated in this project’s

research was SmartSoft.. This company has a line of products
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that collaboratively uses the tools discussed. Many of
these tools are programmed and developed by experts in the
industry. Two of the products offered by SmartSoft will be
presented that will illustrate how they are used for

preventing credit card fraud: Sentinel Prevention and

Sentinel Banking Intelligence.
Sentinel Prevention helps merchants and issuers

prevent losses from fraud arising from payment cards.

This

system claims to prevent fraud from real-time, online and
batch approaches (Sentinel product suite for fraud

prevention, 2012) .
It is also claimed that it can decrease losses due to fraud

by up to 85 percent. Analytical technologies offered by

this product include simple rule systems, risk scoring
technologies, negative and positive lists, lockout
mechanisms and neural network technologies.

Sentinel Banking Intelligence on the other hand allows
its users to obtain fraud related information. Models in

this system allow the users to analyze: fraud by country,
region, branch and customer category; more frequent

channels for carrying out fraud; Fraud time; Fraud
concentration by amount; and top business used for fraud.
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Using the date generated by the Sentinel Banking

Intelligence, users of the system can then create rules on
the Sentinel Prevention system (Sentinel product suite for

fraud prevention, 2012).

Everything discussed in this section so far appears to
help diminish fraud. However, it is not stopping it in its

tracks. The techniques currently used by the issuers of

payment cards appear to be inefficient. On one hand, fraud
needs to occur first. Based on patterns from fraud that has

already occurred, rules can then be created to counter
fraud containing similar patterns from past fraud. This is
a great disadvantage since criminals will always come up
with new ways to commit fraud without being detected.

Moreover, what about lost or stolen payment cards? It is

very easy to charge a legitimate payment card if it was

lost or stolen and the cardholder hasn’t reported it.
Nevertheless, these systems can be used in combination with
the systematic queue system from QueuePay which will in

turn make QueuePay’s customers significantly less prone to
fraud.
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Alternative Technology

As mentioned before, the payment card industry is

constantly seeking ways to innovate and fight fraud for
better and more secure transactions.
Chip-and-PIN

Many countries, except the U.S.

(which is the major

card user in the world), have moved toward chip technology.

This technology combines a chip with a personal

identification number (PIN). While this technology has

helped reduce fraud when traditional methods are used, it
doesn't prevent the fraud in far greater scale that occurs

with modern fraud techniques (Alidina, Austin, & Barber,
2009-2012).

If this technology were to be implemented in the U.S.,

it would require an aggregate massive investment by
retailers. It appears that the U.S. will not see this shift

occur once QueuePay opens its doors. QueuePay doesn't
require changes to the current payment card infrastructure

in the U.S. Moreover, QueuePay will not only stop
traditional fraud methods but will also stop the modern

methods which account for far more fraud.
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Mobile Payments

Mobile payment is a concept that can become a reality
in the near future. According to the World Payment Report
of 2011, large banks are investing in new technologies for

mobile payments, sometimes in partnership with cell phone
producers and providers of smart phones. Again, a

technology shift of this magnitude requires extensive
investment.
Mobile payments will take time to become a reality.
QueuePay will open its doors far before mobile payments

dominate the market. In the meantime, when the time is
right, QueuePay can devote some of its resources to

participate in the mobile payments technology and evolve
with the industry. There are many unknowns with the mobile

payments technology. For instance, compatibility of mobile
devices with POS systems may be a barrier for this

technology. Moreover, cooperation from stakeholders is
highly required.
The idea of mobile payments appears to bring new

partnership opportunities to the table. One idea related to
the mobile payments technology involves coupons delivered

into a phone. This is not really a breakthrough. People
have been receiving coupons in their emails which have been
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accessible through their smart phone. Additionally, there
are many apps out there that deliver coupons right to your

phone (i.e. Google Wallet and Passbook). In other words,

there is no need to be able to use your phone as a method
of payment in order to received deals or coupons in your
phone.

Environment and Process for Payment
Card Transactions
There are two parts to the process for payment card

transactions: authorization; and clearing and settlement.
For the purpose of this project we will focus on the

authorization cycle which is directly related to the queue
system. There are several steps involved in the

authorization process. In each of the steps there are

players involved in the authorization process. The
following two tables describe who the players are and their
roles and the steps in the authorization process.

After

looking at these steps we will have an idea where QueuePay

will fit in this whole process.
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Players in Authorization Process
7 Person or entity- selling items or services
fob a ‘profit (wholesale or retail)
n
Card
Organizations such as Visa,‘MasterCard,
Association American Express .and Discover.. Validate \
cardholders' information. Thesoe associations
work' with government agencies to make rules .
regarding the acceptance of payment cards.,
■Issuing
The.-bank that issued the payment card (with'a
Bank. ,.
card logo such-as Visa or‘MasterCard) to the ■
(Issuer)
cardholder for individual use' in connection .
with the cardholder's credit Tine or bank
account issued by the Issuing Bank.
’ ' - Acquiring'
Also known as < the acquirer or merchant • bank;'
-Ban-ktft, ' < ■ . is the' financial institution that provides a
(Acquirer
merchant with a. merchant account. The 1
'
'
dr Merchant acquirer charges a discount rate for
1 '
Bank)
processing transactions between the merchant
and the issuing bank. The merchant account is
a type of bank account, that allows.business
to., accept payments by payment cards.
Processor -•
Front end:^processes and batches all.front
'end transactions originating from merchants
requesting, authorization from Card
Associations. Front end processors have , ’ network connectivity with Card Associations
and Acquirer.
r. . "■
. .. .
- " ,
Back-end: receives batches from front end . .
processors and- accepts settlements - and, ,via
the Federal Reserve, Bank, move funds from the
Issuing Bank to the merchant's account.Merchant
Sets -,up, the merchant with a merchant account
Service .
and quotes the discount rate. ,Can be'the
Provider
Acquiring-' Bank -itself.- If merchant account
was .not set tip -.directly: with the Acquiring ' :
Bank,’ the merchant service' provider can be. a
Member Service .Provider, Independent Sales
Organization or Processor. (Shift4,.19942012) .
'
. ' -

Table 6.
’Merchant;

•

t

■ ■■■

...

.

■

;T

< tfe ■

..-.7 „<

■

'■

'■

■

• •- • .

'•
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Table 7. Credit Card Authorization Steps
Step 1
The customer submits his credit card for payment. •
Step'2
Merchant receives dollar amount and submits a
card transaction to a Payment Gateway . (software r
? ■ ■
.for e-commerce/onli-n’e' transactions) or, "Point-ofSale Terminal (POST, which is a physical
terminal/card reader) on behalf of a customer via
secure connection. ;
— J.
Step,3
Payment Gateway/POST receives the secure
1 . 1
transaction information and passes, it via a
secure connection^ tor the - Merchant’ '.Acquirer' :s. .?>■
Front-End Processor.
5 • ■.
'
Step 4
The Merchant Acquirer's Front-End Processor then
sends the authorization request to '.the card ■ ... ,•
association (Visa or MasterCard)
'
Step•5
The card association routes the request to the
cardholder's issuer..
. /
t
"
:Step 6 . ’ The issuer • approves'or declines the transaction ' !.
based on funds availability.
: ,
Step 7
The card association forwards the issuer's
rpsponse/to.'the Merchant Acquirer's Front-End-;
Processor.
‘'
Step .8
The Merchant Acquirer's Front-End Processor
>
'
forwards the response to the Payment
Gateway/POST.
<’ !
P
•’
.'p" ”f
'Step ;9
The Payment Gateway/POST stores the transaction
results and setids them to the Merchant.
Step ••■10 ‘ The Merchant- receives the authorization-response
and completes the transaction.
(How Merchant Processing Works., 2006-2012)

For all these steps to successfully be executed, a

technology infrastructure for payment card transactions
needs to be in place. This includes networks, databases and

middleware. To be involved in the industry as an issuer or

store cardholders' personal data, it is required to comply
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with Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards (PCI
DSS). By considering the authorization steps for payment
card processing, QueuePay will take the role of an issuer.

Issuers give the final authorization on availability of

funds to card associations to forward authorization
confirmation to merchant service providers. QueuePay will

be screening authorization requests based on availability

of funds in combination of screening queues placed by
cardholders. Once the screening for availability of funds
and validation of an existing queue, QueuePay will then
forward confirmation to the merchant service providers.

Legal Environment and Payment Card
Industry Data Security Standards

The most significant legal aspect of the payment card

industry is compliance with PCI DSS. There are twelve PCI
DSS requirements that fulfill six security goals (see Table

8). Following the twelve requirements will provide a

structure for securing cardholder data that will be stored
in QueuePay servers. There is an abundance of information

about security in PCI DSS. This section will attempt to
conceptualize the process needed to be in compliance.
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Table 8.
Payment Card Industry Data Security Compliance
Components
;Bulld/and
.1. Install and maintain a firewall , •: :
Maintain a
configuration to protect cardholder
Secure Network - data
‘
2. Do not use vendor-supplied defaults
■for system‘passwords and
'
other security, .parameters
Protect
. 3. Protect stored cardholder data.
Cardholder Data• 4. Encrypt transmission of cardholder
data across open, public
networks
‘■
Maintain a
■ ' ■5- 7U.se and. regularly update anti-virus
Vu1nerab i1i ty’software or. programs
.
“
Management
“ - .6.' Develop and maintain secure systems'
Program '
and applications
Implement.
,
■ ,7. Restrict access to cardholder data by
Strong Access
business need-to-know
•8. Assign a unique ID to each person
Control
‘
; Meas-Ures '■
. , ■with computer'access /
V .
:
/ Restrict ...physical access'to’' _
■
cardholder data
’ ? . ■
Regularly
Monitor and
test,Networks

10,. Track and monitor- all access to
network resources and cardholder
data
■ t '
.
"1-1. .Regu laxly* test security systems-and
$ - 4//■’"J. '
processes
'
'
’Maintain an
-12. Maintain a policy that addresses .a
Information
’■information security for
Security Policy employees and contractors
J
k ■
(PCI Quick Reference Guide, 2008)

The PCI DSS compliance components require issuers to
have a technology infrastructure involving networks,

databases and middleware that will enable them to comply.
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Each of the six PCI DSS goals needs to be analyzed in
detail to comply with industry standards and most
importantly to protect QueuePay users. In addition to the

twelve compliance components that achieve six security

goals, there are six milestones that need to be addressed
as when implementing the PCI DSS compliance components and

goals (see Table 9).

Table 9.
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards
Milestone Goals

Milestone
1

;

’

Remove sensitive authentication data and limit
data retention.
2 ™;
Protect, the perimeter,- internal,, and wireless
networks.
Secure, payment card applications.
■.
4 ' ■
' ■Monitor' and control.Saccess' ito your systems.
Protect stored cardholder data.
6
J - . ’ Finalize remaining compliance efforts, and
ensure' all controls are in place.
(Council, 2011)

The remainder of this section will focus on complying

with the twelve PCI DSS requirements and six security
goals. By complying with the twelve PCI DSS requirements,
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QueuePay will achieve the six milestones for achieving the
six security goals.

Build and Maintain a Secure Network
The first main components in a secure network are well

established firewall and router configurations. Firewalls

are designed to control traffic coming from the outside as
well as within the inside of a network. The firewall will
need to include configuration standards that include:

description of groups, roles, and responsibilities for
logical management of network components.

Good

documentation for configuration standards for firewalls and

routers will help maintain the network and at the same time
help find weaknesses. For example, a public server
available to the general public will have a different

firewall configuration than servers within the internal
QueuePay network housing all of the user payment

information. PCI DSS requires a firewall between each
internet connection and any demilitarized zone (DMZ) and

internal networks. Hosts in a DMZ that services the

internet should have limited connectivity to specific hosts
in the internal network.

It is necessary to restrict inbound and outbound
traffic for cardholder data security. For example, no
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direct connections between the internet and cardholder data

environment. Attacks can occur from within the internal

network. Therefore it is very important to implement
authorization requirements for outbound connections.
Additionally, internal IP addresses for servers holding the

cardholders' database should be private and protected.
There are some methods that help obscure IP

addressing. Examples of some of these methods include:
•

Network Address Translation

•

Placing servers with cardholder data behind proxy

servers/firewalls or content caches
•

Configure routers to limit route advertisements for

private networks.

Vendor-supplied defaults for passwords and other
security parameters is an area the PCI DSS compliance
requires attention. It is important to develop policies

that will require vendor defaults to be changed.
Microsoft Server allows you to install multiple roles
and services per server. However, as you install these,

messages/warnings appear that encourage the use of separate

roles and services under separate servers. These messages
and warnings help with the configuration. Nevertheless, the
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servers should be professionally evaluated and
configurations hardened for known vulnerabilities with
specific security settings for the type of service that

server will be providing (Council, 2011).
Protect Cardholder Data

Data retention and disposal policies are an integral
part of protecting cardholder data. Cardholder data should
be deleted when its no longer needed. QueuePay intends to

have a high customer retention rate and will not need to
delete too much data. Realistically, many customers will
close their accounts due to death, divorce, imprisonment or

they don't want the service anymore. In any case, there has

to be a policy that specifies the cardholder data retention
requirements. Moreover, periodic auto or manual processes

should be implemented to identify and securely delete

stored cardholder data that exceeds defined retention
requirements.

Payment cards contain the following data (track data)
that is used for transactions: PIN, expiration date,
cardholder name, and card present and card non present
transactions. The three numbers on the back of the card are

used for card non present transactions. PCI DSS

requirements include restrictions for storing such
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information for non issuers. Issuers, of course, keep this

data for transaction authorization purposes. One idea to
help protect cardholder payment card data is to keep
information from different tracks of the payment card in

separate databases. This will help limit the dissemination

of cardholders' data if somehow one of the databases is
breached.

Another important area in data protection involves

encryption. Part of the encryption process requires strong
cryptographic keys. Policies for the retirement and
replacement of encryption keys are important factors in
maintaining encryption strength. All transmissions of
cardholder data across open and public networks should be

encrypted using strong cryptography and security protocols

such as SSL/TLS, IPSEC, SSH etc (Council, 2011).
Maintain a Vulnerability Management Program

Any Windows user knows that constant updates are

required in order to maintain systems securely. In addition

to maintaining the system up to date with patches for newly

discovered vulnerabilities, good antivirus software is key.
Policies to restrict the ability for users to modify

antivirus settings are important. Antivirus software can be
modified to allow certain programs to run based on user
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configurations. The freedom to allow such configuration

should be restricted to prevent attacks that rely on
disabled antivirus software.
Vendor patches and antivirus software updates should
be assigned a risk ranking system. Time frames for

installing updates can be structured based on the level of
risk vulnerability. It is not uncommon for customers to

call their cable company or any other company that relies

on information systems and be told that the system is
currently being updated and therefore they cannot serve
them at the moment. With this in mind, for the sake of the

customers' satisfaction, updates and patches should

intelligently be applied based on a risk based system. This
will help limit inconveniences to customers due to system

maintenance issues (Council, 2011).
Implement Strong Access Control Measures

Part of the access control measures requires security

clearance for certain groups of individuals. Only
individuals whose job requires access to cardholder data
should have access to such. Strong password policies will

need to be monitored to verify that these individuals are

following protocol. Additional security measures may
involve some sort of biometric verification system to
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harden access control measures. One-time access policies
can help strengthen access control on a need to know basis

environment for individuals that don't need to have

permanent access to the restricted data.
Users of the system will have a unique ID with a two

factor authentication requirement. The authentication can
be a combination of a PIN, smart card or a biometric

authentication. Depending on the level of clearance, some
people may require a three factor authentication
requirement .
One of the courses I took with Dr. Rohm was INFO 511.
The first day of class required us to hack into a desktop

computer. After many different approaches we were finally

able to get in the computer. The lesson learned that day
was, "If you have physical access to a computer, most

likely you will be able to get in". In most cases this is
true. A good hacker can try an ocean of tools out there to

access a computer if physical access is available. PCI DSS
requirement 9 specifically calls for restriction to

physical access to cardholder data. Procedures to help

control physical access include:
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•

The use of video cameras to monitor entrances to
locations where databases are located

•

Restricting the access to publicly accessible network

jacks
•

Restricting wireless access points (creating guest

networks with limited internal network access)
•

Procedures to distinguish visitors from authorized

personnel, specifically where cardholder data is

maintained
•

Adequate visitor policies to be applied

•

Store media backups in a secure location (preferably

offsite)
•

Classify the media based on the sensitivity of the
information contained

a

Maintain inventory logs for media

(Council, 2011)
Regularly Monitor and Test Networks

Tracking and monitoring all access to network

resources and cardholder data is required under PCI DSS. If
there is an attempt to breach the system, monitoring the

network will allow detection of such attempts; the better
the monitoring, the more immediate the response. An
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important factor in monitoring the network is making sure

the time logs have the correct data and time. Policies to
prevent changes in the time and date of the system are

critical. Therefore it is imperative that systems have the
correct and consistent time, that time data is protected
and time settings are synchronized and received from an

industry-accepted source. By ensuring time is accurate,

audit trails and logs will be more reliable.

From time to time, significant system changes will

occur or new components might be installed. For this reason
it is important to routinely perform vulnerability scans

every quarter or when there has been a significant change

in the system. There are several Approved Scanning Vendors
(ASV) by the PCI Security Standards Council (SSC).

Maintain an Information Security Policy
Finally, implementing an Information Security Policy
is a requirement that will help accomplish all security
goals. The policy should address all PCI DSS requirements.

With 5 years of exposure in performing audits of financial

statements and using CPA guides and checklists designed to

ensure key audit procedures are being performed under

professional standards it appears that PCI DSS compliance
standards share a similar structure. However, ensuring that
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all PCI DSS requirements are met requires a team of IT

professionals that specialize in different areas of
administering and managing the system. Nevertheless, there
has to be extensive oversight by someone who understands

the PCI DSS requirements as a whole and encourages
collaborate group effort to ensure that policies are
followed. Maintaining an Information Security Policy that

covers all PCI DSS requirements will be a high priority in

order for QueuePay to become an issuer.
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Revenue Models
The payment card industry has its own traditional

revenue model that includes an array of fee based revenue.
QueuePay can benefit from traditional payment card revenue

models. However, new variables can be added to existing
traditional revenue models due to the extensive use of

internet and mobile network resources that QueuePay will
require. This section covers the traditional payment card
industry revenue model and the proposed new variables

QueuePay will add through its internet based service.
Traditional Payment Card Industry
Revenue Model

The major players in the payment card industry

collecting fees every time a cardholder uses their card are
the merchants, payment gateway providers, acquirers, card

associations and issuers. There are base credit card

processing fees, interchange fees and assessments.
Interchange fees arise from the stakeholders of the
large card associations (the issuers, banks). The banks set

these fees based on how the payment card transaction
originated (swiped, keyed, online), the type of card, etc.

These fees are based on a percentage of the transaction and

a flat transaction fee. Interchange fees account for the
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largest portion of payment card processing and is paid to
the issuers.
The assessment on the other hand is where the card

associations make money. Assessments are fees the card
association charge for each transaction. There are a

variety of assessments and they vary by card association.

Let’ analyze Visa's assessments to observe the range and
types of fees.

The first assessment type is the Acquirer Processing
Fee (APF). As of April

lf

2012 the APF for debit cards is

$0.01555 and for credit cards is $0.0195.
The second assessment type is the Fixed Acquirer
Network Fee (FANF) which varies in amount depending on

various factors. The first factor is the Merchant Category

Code (MCC). This is used to classify the type of business
the merchant is in. Depending on the MCC, the fee ranges

from $0.90 - $1.10 for business with less than fifty
locations. The second factor is the acceptance method. This
factor is based on whether the card was present or not. If

fifty percent of the transactions are in the form of the
card being present, the fee is based on the number of

locations the business has. For example, a business with
one location will be charged anywhere from $2 - $2.90 a
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month while a business with 4,000 locations will be charged
$85 a month. On the other hand, if fifty percent of the

transactions are in the form of the card not being present,
the fees are based on processing volume. For example, if a

business conducts between $8,000 and $39,999 in processing
volume in the form of card not present, they will pay a

monthly fee of $15 while a card present (50% or more)
business with only one location will only pay $2.
There are other minor miscellaneous assessment fees

that are beyond the scope of our revenue model. It is
enough to understand that these fees exist and that they
vary depending on the card association.

On the other hand,

we now understand the most important revenue factors in the

payment card industry. We now know how the issuers and the

card associations make their money. The issuers make their
money through interchange fees while the card associations
make their money through assessments. The interchange and

assessments are all the same for all processors (Credit
Card Processing Fees & Rates, 2011).
Acquirers and payment gateways make their money

through markup of the interchange and assessments and they
vary depending on processor (thousand of processors
exists).
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Since QueuePay will be issuing payment cards to its

customers, the most significant area will be the

interchange. The revenue model of QueuePay will therefore
include consideration on the interchange fees.
New Internet Based Variables for the
Payment Card Industry Revenue Model

QueuePay will require extensive interaction between
cardholders and their QueuePay account to place
transactions on queue. In other words, cardholders will be
visiting QueuePay.com every time they place a transaction

on queue either through a web browser or a smart phone app.
The more traffic QueuePay.com has, the more advertising

potential.

It is important to understand how online advertising
works in order for QueuePay to implement a strategy in its

revenue model. Online advertising includes search engine
marketing (SEM), price comparison advertising (PCA) and

coupon/loyalty advertising (CLA)

(Breuer & Brettel, 2012).

Targeting advertising to group specific customers
achieves the highest impact using the appropriate medium

(Iyer, Soberman, & Miguel, 2005). Moreover, QueuePay's
online presence will allow it to collect information on
purchasing trends and product categories. The online
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environment allows companies the opportunity to gather

large amounts of information on existing as well as
potential customers and in here lays the opportunity to
analyze this information and increase advertising
effectiveness (Arora, Dreze, Ghose, & Hess, 2008).

A study of 2.8 million purchases shows that: "SEM has
the longest sales effect followed by banners, CLA, and
PCA." However, the study also shows that CLA is better for

existing customers than for new customers while PCA is best

to attract new customers (Breuer & Brettel, 2012).
Affiliate marketing will be an additional revenue source

for QueuePay by providing its customers with product
advertisements from business affiliates that will in return

pay QueuePay a commission for each visitor or customer
brought to their websites based on QueuePay's marketing

efforts.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY OF THE SOLUTION

The literature reviewed offers great insight as to how
the methodology of the solution will be planned. Payment

card history shows that the use of payment cards is widely

established and over 1 billion cards are in circulation in

the United States. With this large amount of payment cards

in circulation, criminals continue to find ways to commit
fraud in the industry. Fraud in the U.S. for 2010 amounted

to $3.56 billion. Nevertheless, detection techniques used

by merchants, acquirers and issuers are in place to help
mitigate the losses due to fraud. However, it appears that
fraud still occurs and that it is very difficult to prevent

fraud using existing techniques.
QueuePay will offer a solution that will actually
prevent fraud before occurring. If a cardholder’s

information is compromised, the only way valid transactions

will be authorized is if the cardholder places a queue on
QueuePay's servers.
There are many players involved in the authorization

of payment card transaction. QueuePay will fall in the
category of an issuer. Therefore, it is important to
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understand the requirements to become an issuer. We know

that PCI DSS compliance is a must based on our literature
review of the legal environment. To be compliant, QueuePay

will need to fulfill the goals under PCI DSS compliance as
summarized in table 4.

The System
The QueuePay system will be a transaction processing

service offered to the general public. It will allow
QueuePay customers to achieve a higher level of security
when they use their credit cards to purchase goods or

services.

The database will be a multi-tiered system with

a web-based interface; an application layer which will
interface with a core database. The web-interface will
allow customers to place transactions on queue prior to
issuing authorization for a specific amount requested. The

application layer will handle tasks, such as: transaction

processing, authorizations by customers, routing financial

data to card associations and data storage and retrieval
from the core database. The core database will operate as
an enterprise wide system that will manage all aspects of

the business operation. The database system will encompass
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various modules such as Human Resources, Marketing, Sales,
Accounting, as well as a CRM module.
Practical Problem the System is
Trying to Solve

QueuePay system will be part of the matrix embracing

payment card authorizations. To illustrate the problem the
database will be trying to solve it is necessary to analyze

this matrix and the major players involved. An

authorization begins when a customer uses their card to
purchase a product or service with a merchant. The
merchant's PCS system will forward the cardholder's

information to the acquirer who will then forward the
information to the card association. The card association
routes the information to the issuer of the credit card
which checks the cardholder's account balance or available

credit and flows back the authorization or denial
information .

QueuePay will be the issuer. This way QueuePay will be

entitled to the interchange fees discussed in the

literature reviewed. The QueuePay system will need to pre

screen authorization requests to determine whether the
cardholder has placed the transaction amount on queue. If

the transaction amount is not on a queue, the authorization
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request will result in an authorization denial which will
be routed back to the card association who will route back

to the acquirer and then to the merchant. On the other
hand, transactions that have been placed on queue will be

authorized based on availability of funds.
Once this practical problem is solved, the QueuePay
system will be able to extend the intended services to its

customers. Nevertheless, other data requirements will be

needed to provide insights to the company in areas such as
marketing, customer trends, buying patterns, website
traffic and other customer information.
The Questions the System will Answer
for Decision Makers

In addition to the interchange fees, QueuePay can
create value added activities if the system is able to

answers certain questions to Queuepay's decision makers.
The answers to the questions below are designed to create

value to QueuePay’s revenue model.
•

What types of products are customers buying?

•

What are the buying patterns, for use in marketing
research, to determine what people are buying?

0

How many unauthorized transactions are attempted

without Queue approval?
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•

How many page visits per customers?

•

Which merchants, for tracking and ranking, are sending
the most transactions to Queue?

•

What are customer demographics such as: gender, age,
education, marital status, dependents, geographic
location and ethnicity?

System Views
The system will need to generate views for decision
makers that answer the questions on the previous section.

Some of the views discussed in this section relate to the
monitoring of fraud. Using the knowledge obtained from the

literature reviewed, we can implement detection tools
currently used by the industry as an added security
measure. Products offered by SmartSoft such as the Sentinel

Prevention and Sentinel Banking Intelligence can be
integrated with QueuePay's system. The following are the

views and their functions for the QueuePay system:

Daily, Weekly, Monthly Total Dollar Amount

Transactions. A view with aggregate dollar information is

useful for historical performance and for future
projection.

Finance and marketing managers need to

understand the current performance levels versus previous
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periods.

Historical usage comparisons not only help the

organization gauge how well they are doing now, it can help

them approximate what performance levels may become in the

future.
Total Number of Transaction in a Given Period. Network

managers will use this information to determine whether
peak usage times are within reasonable capacity limits.
Once the number of transactions has reached a certain

threshold, the organization may need to think about

upgrading servers or increasing bandwidth to accommodate
the increased traffic.

Managers will also use this data

for historical performance assessments.

This information

is pertinent in budgeting and system life cycle management.

It is also important for upgrade and maintenance decision
making .

Transaction Type Summary. The sales team can get an

idea where most of the transactions are being charged to:
credit, debit, or other types.

Different fees are incurred

depending on the type of transaction.

Managers may find

that QueuePay is used primarily with one transaction type

versus others.

The marketing team may use this transaction

usage information to make decisions on whether to promote
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the QueuePay system on the weaker performing market

segments.
Rejected or Unauthorized Charges by Customer Account.

This view will provide insightful information to the
developers and help evaluate whether rejections are caused

by fraudulent activity or possible software malfunction.
Rules can be established with historical information.

If

there is a normal rejection rate and the rate suddenly
fluctuates, it is an indicator that something unexpected is
occurring in the account.

An overall rejection rate for

the QueuePay system can also be tracked.

If the global

unauthorized transaction rate fluctuates beyond normal

rates, it could indicate a security breach to QueuePay's
system. Therefore, appropriate measures may need to be

executed in order to resolve any issue stemming from

unauthorized activity.

Rejected or Unauthorized Charges by Merchant. This
view will help raise red flags about a specific merchant.

There are instances that a merchant may suffer a security

breach or that a merchant itself may be involved in
fraudulent schemes. This view will help operations take

preventative action and mitigate the adverse effects
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resulting from continued rejected or unauthorized charges

by the merchant.
Average Dollar Value Transactions. This view shows the

average dollar value transaction amounts, including the
average dollar amount by major vendors.

This information

may also be used by analysts to identify seasonal trends

where average transaction values fluctuate. The sales team
may use this knowledge to create promotions for vendors who

wish to enroll directly with QueuePay's transaction system.

This view can also be used in conjunction with merchant
identifier information.

QueuePay's marketing team will be

able to offer special rates to retain the best merchants by
ranking merchants that have the highest average dollar

value transactions in various periods.
Average Queue Quantity by Customer Type per Day, Week
and Month. This will give the sales team an idea of how

many times a customer is logging into their accounts to
place transactions on queue.

Operations can match this

data by advertising with the actual number of transactions

that come in during the same periods and evaluate the
correlations and deviations between the expected and actual
values.

This information can be used by the marketing team

in order to help establish pricing to advertisers who may
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be interested in placing banners in the QueuePay website.
QueuePay customers will generally log into the website to

authorize transactions on queue.

Prime periods of

customer activity will have a higher advertising rate

versus lower rates during periods of nominal activity.
Count of Low and High Dollar Value Transactions. Sales

managers will look at this view to determine the levels at
which customers are buying luxury high-priced items or

commodity low-priced items.

view.

There are other uses for this

Some merchants may sell specific types of products:

Dell and HP (computers), Blue Nile (jewelry), Goodyear
(tires), etc.

Transactions contain a merchant identifier

and this information might be used to analyze product
category interest.

Customers may be presented with

targeted advertising campaigns/banners when they visit the
QueuePay website when placing transactions in their queue.
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Database Entity Relationship Diagram and Transaction Flow

To following figures show the entity relationships

(figure 4) and the transaction flow (figure 5) in the

database system
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' Ci

Figure 6 shows a use case diagram representing the
queue system and the cardholder paying for a product or

service.
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CHAPTER FOUR
IMPLEMENTATION

The cost, scope and schedule for the real

implementation of the QueuePay system are beyond the

resources available for this project. A database prototype
using MS Access is used for demonstration purposes.
Additionally, an analysis of the current and target state
of the IT infrastructure and Enterprise Architecture (EA)

is presented to portray an understanding of the process on
how QueuePay's system will be implemented on a project by

project basis.

Implementation
Companies spend thousands of dollars and allocate an

abundance of information technology human capital to be
compliant with PCI DSS. However, for purposes of presenting
a demo for this project, MS Access has been used to create
the database prototype for QueuePay.

Implementation Demo
The implementation of QueuePay system is beyond the

scope of this project and requires significant investment.
However, a prototype using MS Access is presented for basic
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database demonstration purposes.

Access is a DBMS from

Microsoft that combines the relational Microsoft Jet

Database engine with a graphical user interface and
software development tools.

server-based database.

Microsoft Access is a file

Unlike a client-server RDBMS,

Access does not implement database triggers, transaction
logging, or stored procedures which are needed for the

actual implementation of QueuePay's database.

Although

Access will not be sufficient as a production database

system with QueuePay, its preliminary test design would be
made with this DBMS due to its ease of use and quick turn

around to produce a working platform.

This prototype was

created to evaluate whether initial assumptions about the
database's practical use were in line with database design.
One of the benefits of Access is its relative

compatibility with SQL (structured query language).

These

queries can be viewed graphically and edited as SQL

statements to help manipulate and retrieve data in Access
tables.

Such parameterized queries were used in the

QueuePay database to obtain information such as "number of
transactions per day of the week" and "customer count by

state".
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There are certain limitations with using Microsoft

Access.

The number of simultaneous connections that can be

supported tends to be 100 or fewer and the database should

be kept at 1 GB or less of data.

This capability is often

a good fit for department solutions.

If this prototype

were to be used in a multi-user scenario, the database

would need to be "split".

This means that the application

components such as forms, queries, reports, and macros are
saved in a file on client systems considered the "front

end", and another file with the tables are in a centralized
server location, or "back-end".
Scaling was a consideration when using Microsoft

Access as a prototype platform.

It is possible to migrate

an Access database to Microsoft SQL Server in order to

upgrade the database to an enterprise level.

A client

server design would significantly reduce maintenance and

increase availability, security, and allow for transaction
logging.

Access includes an "Upsizing Wizard" that allows

organizations to upgrade their databases to Microsoft SQL

Server, an ODBC client-server database.

On the other hand, QueuePay's actual implementation

will require extensive SQL design with high considerations
specifically placed on concurrency control, scalability and
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web application and third-party software integration.
Therefore, since this prototype is limited to MS Access

capabilities it will not be used for the actual

implementation efforts aimed at launching QueuePay.com.
Microsoft Access Screen Shots
The following section shows screen shots from the MS

Access prototype database. The goal of this prototype is to
demonstrate how a database can be used to show basic forms,

reports and queries.

DBMS allow users to manipulate data

in unimaginable ways. QueuePay's systematic queue system is
a new variable to the payment card industry. While it is

simple to integrate this new variable into a database
(illustrated in this prototype), the true challenges
involve but are not limited to initial funding, team

development, stakeholders' acceptance and regulation

compliance. Nevertheless, this prototype illustrates how to
integrate the systematic queue feature into a database as

well as demonstrate how a database is used to manage data.
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Figure 7 shows the tables, primary keys, fields and
relationships used in the prototype database.

Figure 7. Tables
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Figure 8 shows the initial view of the QueuePay

prototype system. This switchboard/menu allows QueuePay's
users to navigate to the Forms, Reports, and Queries menus.
The menus provide a general idea of the type of information
the users will need. To test functionality of the

prototype, a sample of records was entered which included a

small range of customers and their individual queues and

transactions.

QueuePay System
Go to Forms Menu

Go to Reports Menu
Go to Queries Menu
Exit Database
[jt] Close Switchboard

Figure 8. Menu/Switchboard
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Figure 9 shows four different forms under the Forms
Menu. The first two forms (Figures 10 and 11) allow users

to retrieve information pertaining to a customer's account,
authorized payment card users on the account and their

current transactions. The fourth form (Figure 13), allows

users to retrieve information regarding merchants used by
QueuePay's card users.

Accounts Form
Customers Form
[T] Customer Transactions

Merchants Form

Return to Main Switchboard

Figure 9. Forms Menu
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its

Figure 12 can either be produced by clicking "Show
Transactions" on the customer accounts form or by selecting

"Customer Transactions" from the Forms Menu.
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Figure 14 shows transactions retrieved from the "Show

Transactions" button on the Merchants Form. This allows
users to view a summary of all transactions from each
merchant.
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Figure 15 shows the Reports Menu from the switchboard.

This menu .allows the user to retrieve five different

reports that provide information on transactions by period,

rejections by customers either due to fraud or cancelled
transactions, transaction types and their categories,
dollar values per transaction and queues by period.
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Figure 16 shows transactions by week. This is useful
for measuring trends and determining periods of high card

activity.
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Figure 17 shows transactions that were cancelled

because a customer did not place a queue. If the
transaction was an error by the customer placing an

incorrect queue the rejection reason will show "cancelled".
However, if the customer didn't place any queue and the

customer confirms that the transaction originated by an
unknown party, the rejection reason will show "fraud".
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Figure 18 shows a summary of transactions based on
type. In this example it shows two transaction types: one

originating from a POS or gateway (shown as sale); and the
other representing an auto, debit (ACH Debit). The report is
also programmed to retrieve transaction categories and

their respecting totals.
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Figure 19 allows users to retrieve information on
merchant transaction high and low values, their average,
and year to date amounts. The report also provides the user

with a count of transactions per merchant.
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Figure 20 shows the transactions by the hour. This
also helps measure peak use time by customer.
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Figure 21 shows the queries menu. The prototype system
has preprogrammed queries that pull information from the

database. The database allows users to create additional
preprogrammed queries if needed. For illustration purposes,
the prototype includes five queries. For example, the first

query retrieves from the database the customer count by

state. This allows management to obtain an idea on where
QueuePay has higher concentrations of customers'. This helps

coordinate marketing campaigns well.

Figure 21. Queries
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Figure 22 shows in a consolidated manner all queries

from the queries menu. This illustrates how a database can

produce information by preprogramming queries needed for

analysis.
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Enterprise Architecture and Information
Technology Structure

Enterprise architecture (EA) will be the basis of an

ongoing strategy for QueuePay's system implementation and
development. Jane A. Carbone, the author of IT Architecture

Toolkit defines enterprise architecture by individually
defining the words, "enterprise" and "architecture".
Enterprise represents all parts of the company,
organization, business unit or agency. Architecture is the

set of plans describing IT infrastructure's parts and how
they need to behave to support the needs and goals of the
enterprise (Carbone, 2008).
Enterprise Architecture

Enterprise architecture allows for the development of
a strategy to align business needs to IT infrastructure.

QueuePay's IT infrastructure will go through numerous
phases as the business needs unfold through each phase of

development.
The EA business framework is a tool that will be used

to transition into new phases of QueuePay's EA. By
structuring one project/phase at a time to achieve greater

enterprise goals in a highly competitive and dynamic
industry, QueuePay will be in a cycle to indefinitely
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improve its EA as new business needs require new alignment
with IT infrastructure. The most immediate target state

following the current state is shown in the table below as
a preliminary EA business framework.

Table 10. Enterprise Architecture Business Framework
Description; sS.C./ ■

r

Z.

7t A3"

Information gathered;during\the; research
State
phase will-, be.used. as, a starting point*
forcreating the’.first database with
7
. website '’interface prototype.
. * ?. '
Target
' Operational
■
Z An .operational database, with webpage
■\
interface 'will, enable,.real*-time
J /■ -'’StateMM database with web
.'interface
Rf-D'-' ■ demonstration of- how .the QueuePay's , M \,■/
prototype.
. system will work."’i'V ;
Database. prototype-’
demo-, and research
.phase,.
“•

The current state represents the research performed in

this project in conjunction of the development of the basic
MS Access database prototype. The target state involves the

collaboration of individuals that will be recruited as co
founders of QueuePay. More information on co-founders is
discussed in section 5.2: Business Capabilities and

Resources Needed.

Actual implementation of the QueuePay's EA target

state (phase two) is beyond the scope of this project, but
nevertheless, scheduled to begin subsequent to the
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completion of this project. The target state involves

creating an operational QueuePay's database with website
interface to represent the implementation prototype. Access

to this website will be limited to only the developers of
the system and to volunteers that will test the system and

provide feedback. This website will attempt to closely
resemble the QueuePay's real business process. Users will

be able to open an account and place transactions on queue.
Once the account is set up, they will receive a fake credit

card number by email.
To improve the prototype, a second website will be

created as a fake merchant with a checkout system. This
will allow a real-time demonstration of the QueuePay's

business concept. The fake merchant website's check out
system will generate a total amount due and will require a

credit card for authorization. This fake merchant website
will route all authorization requests directly to

QueuePay's database. The QueuePay's database will in turn

be updated and transactions will populate on the QueuePay's
user account.

The IT infrastructure to create the database with

website interface for QueuePay and a second fake merchant

website requires significant time to develop. Open source
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software is available to create this environment. In terms
of minimum hardware requirements, one computer with 16
gigabytes of random access memory and fast processing power

to run multiple virtual environments for the servers and
databases will be enough.
The operational prototype will facilitate the

demonstration of the business concept to potential

investors and business partners. The table below shows an
IT Framework to understand outputs that will be needed for
the target state.

Table 11. Enterprise Architecture Information Technology
Framework
Principles 11 .
! Data on buying,
patterns is key ':
! for-- marketing1
affiliations.
Function Functions ‘will be'
built with proper
language for ease
;of Integration
with“third party
components. .
' 7 ,
'Platform Programming- language selection
is key for
integration with
third party.
software..1
People/ . ’Co-founders ;
- Process’- ■demonstrating
' ''7
commitment to
1 achieve goals 'will
be rewarded.
Data

Models
i., : Inventory
Data flow,
Database ...
.data mart,
from test
data store,
users,
data warehouse surveys
Business
Open
function,
source
process,
applicatio
ns, MSDNAA

Standards'
Acquire as
much, test
user data as
possible.
Volunteers
to use
prototype to
gather feedback.

Architecture
;service,
gateway,
external
interface,
platform
; People, '
, evaluations,
Compensation,'
Corporate
structure

Open
source
applicatio
ns, MSDNAA

Pros -and
cons of
different
programming
languages.

Network
tech, ;•<
programmer
1,' CPA, MBA

Ideas and*
suggestions
always
encouraged.
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To conclude this section it is important to understand

that the implementation of the IT infrastructure and its
parts for EA is an ongoing process. New current and target

states will continuously be analyzed as each new phase in
the overall implementation evolves. Carbone's

implementation framework focuses on a set of implementation
strategies: projects; metrics; buy-in; process; and people.
Each of these strategies represents a level in Carbone's

Framework for Implementation with people at the bottom and

projects at the top.

Figure 23. Framework for Implementation

Projects are at the top which are selected based on
priority to achieve the target state. As QueuePay moves

forward with its EA, this framework will serve as guidance
for selecting each project and developing metrics to
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measure progress. At times concurrent projects will be

necessary, however, as the IT department grows, the

architects will need to assemble and develop a good buy-in
strategy for the stakeholders' acceptance of their

projects. A well established process for the implementation
is important where governance and deployment processes

serve as the foundation for the people involved to come
together to make QueuePay's EA dynamic for a competitive
environment .

Information Technology Infrastructure

QueuePay's IT infrastructure requires extensive
planning to develop a scalable network that it's fast,
efficient and secure. History has shown us that Moore's law

accurately predicted that processing power and memory
capacity of IT equipment would double every two years. "The

computing power that $1,000 buys has doubled every two

years for a century (Ridley, 2012, p. 1)." When planning to
invest on a network infrastructure and its security, it's
important to consider the following three things: equipment

is constantly being improved as technology improves; the
cost to maintain the equipment lowers; and the processing
and memory power keeps increasing each year.
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QueuePay is expecting significant growth, and

therefore it will defer in-house IT equipment investment
for the first couple of years. The alternative is to lease

the equipment or outsource to a cloud based service. Once

accurate assessment has been established on when QueuePay

will reach a point where growth is predictable and steady,
planning for IT equipment investment will be appropriate.

At that point, capacity will then be more accurately
measured, and thus allowing a more sophisticated network

design without overspending on excess capacity.
Moreover, QueuePay's IT infrastructure will require

high reliability. When QueuePay's services are available to
the public, reliability must be at a minimum at 99.95%

(4.38 hours per year of downtime). According to Amazon's

Web Services website, its Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud
(EC2) service agreement guarantees an uptime of 99.95%. In

order for QueuePay to offer uptime of at least 99.95% on
the day of inauguration of its services to the general

public, significant planning and investment for an in-house
IT infrastructure will be required many months prior to

that day.
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The figure below shows the conceptual network design

of QueuePay's IT infrastructure as new target states are
achieved and QueuePay transitions into an in-house IT
infrastructure. Queuepay will need at the minimum two
geographical locations for back up and synchronization

purposes. The model presented in figure 24 will be

replicated for each location.

Figure 24. Cisco Three-Layered Hierarchical Model

The core layer represents highly reliable and fast

stacked routers that will route all traffic for the whole
building. This router stack will be connected through

multi-mode fiber optic cables to the distribution layer
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routers located in each floor of the building. Each
distribution layer router will then be connected to the

access layer routers assigned to each department on that
floor. As shown in figure 24, each distribution and access
layer routers have at least two network paths for
communication. This increases redundancy and allows better

implementation of security policies such as VLAN subnets
(internal private networks/broadcast domains).
At every step of QueuePay's system implementation,

it's important to understand the IT infrastructure's
current state and what steps are required to move to the

next state. The target state is contingent on EA
assessments and analyzes made on business needs and how
they align with IT infrastructure. During the process of
constant evaluation of current and target states, known

models of IT infrastructure such as the Cisco three-layered

hierarchical model, represent viable tools in the
development of EA. On the other hand, known models of

business strategy are equally important to effectively

compete in a global market.
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CHAPTER FIVE

BUSINESS MODEL

The research in this project shows that there is a
problem with the current payment card system. Payment card

fraud continues to rise along with payment card usage (see
table 4). At the same time, other services that promote

payment security using alternative methods such as PayPal
show a level of acceptance despite the fact that an extra
step is required to complete a transaction.
The solution to the problem represents an innovation

in the payment card industry that will prevent fraud and

other unauthorized or unsuspecting charges from cardholder
accounts. The revenue models discussed in section 2.6 show

promising revenue earning potential. However, to implement
a successful business model, a development strategy is

required. Planning and analysis of the payment card
industry will help develop a good strategy for QueuePay's

entrance into the payment card industry. Porter's Five
Forces framework will be used to help develop QueuePay's

strategy and business model.
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Porter's Five Forces Analysis

Porter's Five Forces analysis will be used to make a
qualitative evaluation of QueuePay's strategic position.

This analysis will serve as a starting point for QueuePay's
business model.
Threat of New Competition

QueuePay will be entering a highly competitive market.
Nevertheless, the share of this market is in the trillions

of dollars, $4.6 trillion in global payment card
transactions in 2009 (see Table 4).
The barriers to enter this market as an issuer are

very challenging. One option is to start a bank. A state
charter bank is the more plausible option. However, it

requires large amounts of capital (Guide for Groups
Interested in Chartering a State Bank in California). This

approach will probably work best once QueuePay is

established and has raised enough capital. In the meantime,
QueuePay will need to establish a partnership with an
existing issuer and negotiate the interchange fees. This

type of partnership makes the entry barriers less
challenging as opposed to starting a bank from scratch. The
partnership will be planned for a period of 2 - 5 years.

After this initial period, a detailed analysis will be
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performed to analyze interchange fees and determine if

establishing a new bank will significantly increase
interchange fees.

Threat of Substitutes
Some prepaid card issuers enter the market without

starting a bank by partnering with existing issuing banks.
Prepaid cards will also be a product QueuePay will offer to
expand market possibilities. The prepaid card will have the

same services as a normal debit card where queues are used
to preauthorize transactions. By examining substitutes in
the market, QueuePay will seek to assimilate them and enter
the substitute's market as in the case with prepaid cards.

Alternative technologies such as Chip-and-PIN and
Mobile Payments discussed in section 2.3 represent a
different breed of substitute products that QueuePay will

compete with. However, these substitutes are not big in
America which is where QueuePay will target as its primary

market. As QueuePay grows into other parts of the world,
strategic planning to assimilate substitutes will be done

in a manner where new technology and capabilities will

evolve with the industry. For example, once the Mobile
Payments technology takes off, QueuePay can launch a
marketing campaign where it introduces QueuePay's new
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Mobile Payments technology that allows its users to queue
transactions instantly by wearing a bracelet or some other

device that will triangulate a signal with their Mobile

Payment device. In other words, if they lose their smart
phone where the mobile payments technology is enabled, if
the smart phone is not in proximity with the bracelet,

payments will not be authorized. Perhaps this idea sounds
farfetched right now. However, this statement is to make a

point that QueuePay consistently seeks ways to compete and
stay ahead of the curve.

Bargaining Power of Customers
Since QueuePay will be a free service, bargaining
power of customers is not as significant as the other four

forces in the industry. Nevertheless, if QueuePay offers
prepaid cards, it will probably charge similar fees as its

competitors. Moreover, customers who want to opt out of

advertising banners or any form of advertising may do so by

paying a monthly fee. Prepaid card fees and opt out fees
are appealing and worth considering. Nevertheless, there is

a thin line between being labeled as a "free service"
company as opposed to a "hidden fees" company.

Buyer switching costs are to their advantage. In most
cases, customers have the option to close out a bank
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account and transfer their funds to another bank if a
customer service representative was rude or provided bad
service. Nevertheless, QueuePay's service will be unique.

No other payment card will be able to provide total

security in the manner that QueuePay will.

Bargaining Power of Suppliers
Bargaining power of suppliers is a significant factor
for QueuePay's business model. The plan is to initially

partner with an existing issuer to enable QueuePay to issue
cards to its customers. Unfavorable interchange fee terms
can be a deciding factor on financial operation

capabilities of QueuePay's initial launch phase.
Advertising fees will not be at optimal levels in the first

couple of years since the customer base will be in the

growth phase. Depending on how fast the customer base
grows, online marketing affiliations will emerge with more

favorable earning potential.
Competitive Rivalry within Industry
QueuePay will have a sustainable competitive advantage

with the system discussed in this project that provides an
unprecedented method to protect cardholders from fraud and
other unsuspecting charges on their payment cards. QueuePay
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will be able to compete in the payment card industry for

online purchases as well as in person purchases.

In exchange for advertising the QueuePay logo in their

website, QueuePay will offer merchants a transaction fee

discount for cardholders who pay with a QueuePay card for
their products or services. This partnership will help
merchants save on payment card fees and at the same time

promote QueuePay as a method of payment. Through this

partnership with merchants, a streamlined webpage

redirection between the merchant's webpage and QueuePay.com
will be created to allow customers to have increased ease

when queuing a transaction.

Business Capabilities and
Resources Needed
Scalability for QueuePay's system is very important
for the business model. To ensure that business

capabilities are in line with growing demand, third party
services such Amazon Elastic Compute cloud (EC2) or Oracle

Cloud will be considered for the initial launch phase. In

other words, all computing will be outsourced to defer the

significant initial investment for an in-house information

technology infrastructure.
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Human capital will be recruited without the need of

upfront monetary compensation. Instead, co-founders of the
QueuePay system will receive company stock in exchange for

their services. Two CSUSB MBA students with Information

Science concentrations have confirmed their intentions to
become co-founders of QueuePay. These students have
extensive experience in the field. Therefore, the initial

team already consists of three MBA students with
significantly combined seasoned experience in information
systems and business development.

Interest from individuals familiar with the QueuePay
system and business model have shared their intentions to

provide seed capital. Individuals include local business

owners who can provide a combined estimated initial
investment of $100,000. Nevertheless, financing

opportunities will also be pursued by submitting a formal
business plan to banks specialized in entrepreneurial
lending.

Value Proposition
QueuePay's system will provide value to the industry

by: significantly reducing losses related to fraud;

increasing cardholders' trust and therefore encourage more
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payment card usage; reducing the discount rate for
merchants who partner with QueuePay; giving cardholders the

means to have total control of their account balances;

creating new marketing affiliations with QueuePay's

advertising capabilities; and finally by setting the
example and motivating students from CSUSB to create new
businesses for the betterment of society.
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CHAPTER SIX
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter summarizes the project's achievements. It
also describes the conclusions derived from it.

Summary

This project was completed to apply the skills learned
in the MBA program. It helped develop the base framework

for a solution to a problem that costs billions of dollars

in payment card fraud every year. This project has analyzed
the industry of payment cards, the emergence of the

problem, and has built a prototype database that

demonstrates that the solution to the problem doesn't
require information technology capabilities beyond what's
available today. Finally, this project analyzed the payment

card industry's legal and business environment, and created

a starting point for strategic planning for determining a
successful business model. Through this project, it was

acknowledged that: payment card fraud is a growing trend;
the proposed solution to the problem is not only highly

effective but also highly lucrative. Due to the positive

results of this project, co-founders and investors have
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been recruited to provide resources to implement the

solution to the payment card fraud.

Conclusions
This chapter describes the conclusions derived from

this project. As a result of this project a perspective on
the real implementation of the system for QueuePay was

gained. Combining the skills learned in the MBA program and
the support from faculty members, this project serves as
the basis for what may become a new widely accepted form to

use payment cards more securely.

It soon became evident that the cost, scope and
schedule to launch this solution for payment card fraud
mitigation will go beyond this project. This project helped

me cover the important technical factors as well as a good
understanding of the industry through extensive literature

review.
This project adds great value to my personal goals of

becoming a successful entrepreneur that not only has the
motivation and drive to pursue the idea of making QueuePay

a reality, but also can apply the skills learned in the MBA

program to lead those who join me in this venture. The
exposure obtained through the research of this project will
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allow me to assemble the team of individuals that will be

joining in QueuePay's inception. The knowledge obtained
through this project facilitates the recruitment of
stakeholders by adequately conceptualizing the issues
surrounding the solution of the payment card fraud problem
and how QueuePay's system and business model will solve it.
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